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Villains Everywhere!
Schurken überall!

review

Eleven-year-old Sebastian keeps a secret diary which details his

adventures as The Brain, leader of a group of superheroes. His gang

includes Barbara (Action-Bärbel), who is hyperactive and refuses to

take her medication, Martin (The Chameleon) who is so unnoticeable

as to be completely invisible, and Martin’s invisible friend Dieter, who

is only allowed half a vote at meetings due to his imaginary status

and his cowardice.

In the tradition of Roald Dahl, Sebastian records the heroic activities

of ‘The Amazing Three and a Half’, as they defend their beloved class

teacher, Ms Daffodil, from the plots of Mr Knarz, the Physics teacher,

and the children in his class who are without exception both stupid

and mean. Every page brings on new hilarity and crackpot schemes

as The Three and a Half set in motion a series of daring plans, each

more outrageous and ill-considered than the previous, including the

spray-painting of the class hamster and a brave attempt to climb the

ropes of the gymnasium dressed in a giraffe costume.

This fast-paced and utterly original novel will delight younger readers

with its highly visual portrayal of fantastical villains and a gang of

heroic outcasts.

https://www.new-books-in-german.com/recommendations/?searchInput=Frank%20Schmei%C3%9Fer
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press quotes

‘The book’s message is clear: Don’t take everything

seriously, enjoy life!’– Lizzynet

‘Wonderfully humorous vacation reading for boys and

girls’– Die Presse

about the author
Frank Schmeißer was born in 1968 in Hilden in North Rhine-

Westphalia. After successfully completing his training as a bookseller,

he worked for a year in a bookshop in Rome. He currently lives in

Cologne and writes scripts for a variety of television

programmes. Schurken überall! is his first children’s book.
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125th anniversary.
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